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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the problem of automatic event detection
in athlete motion for automated performance analysis in athletics.
We specifically consider the detection of stride-, jump- and landing
related events from monocular recordings in long and triple jump.
Existing work on event detection in sports often uses manually
designed features on body and pose configurations of the athlete
to infer the occurrence of events. We present a two-step approach,
where temporal 2D pose sequences extracted from the videos form
the basis for learning an event detection model. We formulate the
detection of discrete events as a sequence translation task and propose a convolutional sequence network that can accurately predict
the timing of event occurrences. Our best performing architecture
achieves a precision/recall of 92.3%/89.0% in detecting start and end
of ground contact during the run-up and jump of an athlete at a
temporal precision of ±1 frame at 200Hz. The results show that 2D
pose sequences are a suitable motion representation for learning
event detection in a sequence-to-sequence framework.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Visual content-based indexing and retrieval; Neural networks; Object detection.
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Figure 1: Our method extracts 2D pose sequences from long
and triple jump recordings and predicts a timing indicator
for the estimated duration until a specific event occurs in the
athlete’s motion. We use a dilated convolutional network to
learn the sequence mapping from poses to the continuous
timing indicator and extract all event occurrences on frame
level.
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Recording, monitoring and analyzing the performance of athletes
in sports is an increasingly important topic that is driven by the
availability of video recordings and sensory hardware as well as the
opportunities for automating the analysis with machine learning
methods. Of special interest are video based methods, where athletes are tracked by one or multiple cameras to infer performance
parameters and statistics in individual and team sports. In contrast
to specific sensor instrumentation of athletes [9] or their surroundings [17], video based methods enable external monitoring that
does not affect the athletes’ performance or limit measurements to
very specific training sites.
In this work we consider monocular athletics recordings, specifically in the domain of long and triple jump. Both disciplines have
a distinct motion pattern with the run-up, two in-between jumps
in the case of triple jump, the final jump, the flight phase and the
landing in the sand pit. A single pannable camera next to the track
is used to record the athlete during the whole run. Coaches use
the recordings for detailed analysis by extracting key performance
parameters. This process includes at least the manual selection of
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INTRODUCTION

relevant timestamps or events during the athlete’s motion. It gives
direct access to timing parameters, for example the step frequency.
Additionally, the selected events can be paired with sparse annotations of 2D keypoints of the athlete in the respective video frames.
This enables the extraction of approximate kinematic parameters,
including the change in center of body mass in the steps right
before the jump, angular measurements between body parts and
vectorial velocities after the final jump. The information can be
used to work out possible improvements in the athlete’s technique
and find suitable training strategies. However, the whole process
of manual annotation is time consuming and limits its availability.
In this paper, we aim to automate this process with the focus
on reliable detection of temporal events in athlete motion on a
per-frame precision level. Based on the huge improvements in the
field of automatic 2D human pose estimation with convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) throughout the last years [3, 4, 14], we
use 2D poses as an abstraction from the direct video content. Pose
sequences are a compact description of the essence of human motion and are naturally suited to solve the event detection task at
hand. Our solution to precise event detection in long and triple
jump recordings is a two-step approach: First, we generate 2D pose
sequences from the videos with state-of-the-art methods. Second,
we process the pose sequences along their temporal axis to infer
occurrences of specific events.
For the first step, we apply a variant of Mask R-CNN [14] for joint
athlete detection and 2D pose estimation. We modify it to generate
higher resolution keypoint estimates and adapt it to the athletics
domain with a suitable set of keypoints. For the second step, we
model the discrimination of discrete events in a pose sequence
as a sequence translation task, where continuous event timing
indicators are predicted. The timing indicators encode the temporal
distance to the previous and next event in a pose sequence. This
continuous encoding of discrete events is used as the learning
objective for a temporal sequence CNN, which employs dilated
convolutions over time to efficiently process pose sequences of
variable length. The final discrete event occurrences can easily be
extracted from the estimated timing indicators.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We present a system for precise temporal event detection in
the motion of an athlete during long and triple jump recordings. The considered setting is rather unconstrained, with
monocular recordings during training and competitions from
an uncalibrated, pannable camera with varying viewpoints.
• We leverage the state-of-the-art in 2D human pose estimation and use pose sequences as an abstraction from the actual
video content. We describe a simple architectural modification that leads to higher precision in keypoint detection for
a customized body model.
• We propose to describe discrete event detection as a continuous timing prediction. Following the success of convolutional sequence networks on various temporal modes and
tasks [6, 10, 19], we present a simple and efficient fullyconvolutional architecture that can accurately predict event
timings from pose sequences.

2

RELATED WORK

The work presented in this paper relates to existing literature mainly
in two ways: the task to solve and the method used to solve it. We
briefly review the literature on both aspects.
Event detection on human motion in sports Our notion of
event detection in this paper is the task of discrete event detection
on frame-level, that is, identifying the single time indices of event
occurrences in a video of human motion. Most work on event
detection in human motion can be more accurately described as
action segmentation, where occurrence and duration of a certain
action have to be identified. And while both tasks are closely related,
the duration aspect in the latter task is usually more important than
a frame-precise localization [32].
In the context of action segmentation, [7] use motion capture
data of people who perform general physical exercises. The authors
identify keyposes in the motion capture data that are characteristic for certain exercises. The occurrences of keyposes segment
the overall motion into different actions. Similarly, [8] apply conditional random fields on 3D pose data from a RGB-D sensor to
identify keyposes in martial arts exercises. [20] propose a method
for action classification in monocular high diving recordings. They
use video motion segmentation and fit a simple body model on the
segmented athlete. A Hidden Markov Model is used for inferring
the most probable action given the sequence of body configurations.
Specifically in the athletics domain, [5] use estimated athlete velocities from motion segmentation in videos for a high-level semantic
classification of long jump actions. More recently, [21] use pose
similarity and temporal structure in 2D pose sequences to segment
athlete motion in long jump recordings into sequential phases.
In general, there is less work to be found specifically on discrete
action detection in human motion. [34] use noisy 2D pose estimates
of multiple athletes in broadcasts of 100 meter races. They register
lane markers from a specific camera viewpoint and align them
with the 2D poses to infer time and location of ground contact
for each athlete. [31] use highly specific body part detectors for
swimmers in hand-held camera recordings. They extract video
frames with certain body part configurations that mark the start of a
swimming stroke. [36] consider the same task in specific swimming
channel recordings and derive keypose occurrences from 2D pose
configurations. Most similar to our work is the approach in [13, 32].
They model discrete events in periodic swimming motion as a
continuous sinusoidal signal that represents the likelihood of event
occurrence. They train a 3D-CNN directly on very short image
sequences from monocular swimming recordings to predict the
continuous event signal. In contrast, our approach is based on
event timing prediction with 2D pose sequences as an intermediate
motion representation, allowing for an efficient model with much
longer input sequences.
Sequence models on 2D poses with CNNs Sequential 2D
poses have been used in partially and fully convolutional networks
for a wide variety of learning tasks. For 2D pose estimation itself,
[12, 24] refine 2D pose estimates from individual video frames
in recurrent CNNs with temporal supervision. Recently, 2D pose
sequences are used in two-step approaches to estimate 3D poses of
humans using temporal convolutions or LSTMs [18, 27, 28]. [19]
use convolutional encoder-decoder networks on pose sequences –
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METHOD

In this work we focus on video-based discrete event detection in
the domain of long and triple jump, but our method is applicable to
general athletics and other pose events in time. The videos are taken
during training as well as actual competitions and are recorded with
a single pannable camera located next to the running track. Each
video shows all or the majority of the run up, the jump and flight
phase as well as the landing in the sand pit. The precise location of
the camera along the track and its elevation can vary, leading to
differences in scale and perspective of the athletes across videos.
The camera is operated manually to track a single athlete. Hence,
the perspective relative to an athlete also changes within a video.
All video footage is recorded with the same constant frame rate.
Our goal is to detect movement-related events on frame-level, based
on temporal 2D pose information alone.
For this paper we consider the detection of stride-, jump- and
landing-related events. Specifically, we define the events step begin
and step end, which describe the beginning and end of ground
contact of a foot. We do not explicitly distinguish between ground
contact of the left and right foot. Our approach is mainly designed
around the detection of such frequently reoccurring events during
an athlete’s motion. For ablation purposes we additionally define
the non-repeating event landing as the moment of first contact of
the feet with the sand pit.
While our set of detected events is exemplary, it enables the
extraction of a variety of parameters: Since the beginning and end
of each ground contact segments the overall motion into individual strides, stride duration and frequency can be derived directly.
Additionally, approximate kinematic parameters from the 2D pose
information can be inferred at those specific event timestamps.

3.1
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although only in 3D – to predict human motion forward in time. [35]
consider 2D pose sequences for force estimation. Lastly, [25] use
pose sequences in a multi-task CNN for human action recognition
in videos.
Our work We follow the success of CNN sequence models
on pose information and use 2D pose sequences for subsequent
discrete event detection. Compared to existing work [31, 34, 36], we
avoid handcrafted features on human pose and body configuration
to locate keyposes or event occurrences. Instead, we formulate
event detection as a continuous sequence translation task that can
be efficiently learned by a convolutional sequence network. To the
best of our knowledge, such networks have not been considered
for event detection in pose sequences before.

2D pose sequences

We start by extracting 2D poses of an athlete frame-by-frame in
the long and triple jump recordings. We use a modified variant
of Mask R-CNN [14] to detect the athlete of interest and his/her
body keypoints. The model is fine-tuned on sampled video frames
with annotations following a body model with J = 20 keypoints.
Compared to other large-scale pose datasets, this body model specifically includes the feet of the athlete, with keypoints describing the
heel and the toe tips. A visualization of the body model is shown in
Figure 1. The extension of the body model is crucial to detect the
stride- and landing- related events.

Figure 2: Modified variant of Mask R-CNN [14] with two
keypoint branches. The spatial output resolution is shown
above each node. Standard Mask R-CNN only uses the upper
keypoint branch, where the output detection maps have an
effective spatial resolution of 28 × 28 (followed by 2× bilinear
up-sampling). Our variant adds a second keypoint branch
(bottom) that concatenates higher resolution backbone features and the initial detection maps, and generates refined
keypoint detections at a true spatial resolution of 56 × 56.
Our initial experiments showed that standard Mask R-CNN leads
to sub-optimal precision in the joint detections, especially for the
arms and feet. The main reason is the low spatial output resolution
of the Mask R-CNN architecture: First, the person of interest is
detected by a Region Proposal Network (RPN) [29] on ResNet-101
[15] features with Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) resolution aggregation [23]. Then, the features in the detected spatial region are
sub-sampled into a rectangular spatial grid of size 14 × 14. The
resulting stack of feature maps is processed at the same spatial
resolution by a separate network branch for keypoint prediction.
Only at the very end, the features are up-sampled by a factor of
two with a learned deconvolution layer, followed by regular bilinear up-sampling. The effective output resolution of the keypoint
branch after the deconvolution layer is therefore only 28 × 28. This
is roughly half the output resolution of other comparable pose estimation architectures [4, 33]. In order to resolve this lack in spatial
precision, we follow the idea of repeated re-estimation and refinement of an initial set of keypoint detections [3, 26, 33], possibly on
different spatial resolutions [4]: We add a second keypoint branch
to the Mask R-CNN architecture that operates on double the resolution. The architectural change is depicted in Figure 2. We first
combine 28 × 28 FPN features with the predicted output maps after
the deconv layer in the default low-resolution keypoint branch.
The combination of FPN features and initial keypoint predictions is
then refined by a second keypoint branch at a resolution of 28 × 28
with an otherwise identical architecture. The output maps after the
final deconvolution layer have a true spatial resolution of 56 × 56
without bilinear up-sampling. Both keypoint heads are trained simultaneously on the same ground truth. Our results show that this
leads to an improvement in 2D pose estimation and subsequently
in discrete event detection.

3.2

Event timing prediction in pose sequences

Given a video of length N , we obtain a sequence of poses p =
(p1 , . . . , p N ) with each pt ∈ R J ×2 describing the image coordinates
of the J = 20 detected joints. All videos are fully annotated with
event occurrences. For each event type c ∈ C, we denote the set
of annotated events as ec = {ec,1 , . . . , ec, E }, where each ec,i ∈
[1, N ] is the frame index of an event occurrence of type c. With
C = {step begin, step end, landing}, all ec are disjoint. Therefore, we
can describe the event detection task as a classification task that
assigns each pt to either one of the event types c ∈ C or to no event.
3.2.1 Sequence modeling of sparse events. Modeling the task as
a classification problem leads to a major class imbalance, since
event annotations throughout a video are rather sparse. We propose
to model event detection, specifically for reoccurring events, as
a sequence translation task instead. Given a pose sequence p =
(p1 , . . . , p N ), we predict an event timing indicator fc (t ) for every
event type c and every time index t ∈ [1, N ] with
ec,i − t
fc (t ) = min
.
(1)
ec,i ∈ec t max
ec, i ≥t

fc (t ) essentially represents the normalized forward duration from
time index t to the closest future event of type c. Normalization
constant t max ensures fc (t ) ∈ [0, 1]. If there is no suitable event
in the future, we set fc (t ) = 1. In the same manner we define an
event timing indicator bc (t ) ∈ [−1, 0] that represents the backward
duration to the closest past event of type c:
ec,i − t
bc (t ) = max
.
(2)
ec,i ∈ec t max
ec,i ≤t

For all event occurrences ec,i we have
fc (ec,i ) = bc (ec,i ) = 0.

(3)

An example for the timing indicators is shown in Figure 4.
Encoding the event prediction task as the prediction of a continuous timing indicator has inherent advantages:
(1) We avoid the imbalance between event- and non-event time
indices. The prediction targets are uniform in [0, 1] or [−1, 0].
(2) The simultaneous prediction of a forward and backward
timing indicator actively encourages forward and backward
propagation of information along the temporal axis of the
input sequence.
3.2.2 Convolutional sequence architecture. In order to solve the
event timing prediction task, we adopt a fully convolutional sequence network. Such networks have been successfully applied to
various sequence-to-sequence tasks, including machine translation
[10], language modeling [6] and motion prediction [19]. Our architecture takes a sequence of detected 2D poses as input, where each
pose pt is flattened into a one-dimensional vector of size 2J . Note
that the poses are predictions themselves, and thus contain imprecise detections as well as outliers. The network performs repeated
convolution along the temporal axis and predicts the forward and
backward timing indicators for every input pose. The timing indicators for all event types are predicted simultaneously, such that
the output at each time index is a vector of size 2 · |C |. Compared
to recurrent architectures (RNNs) [2], the convolutional approach

has the advantage of parallelism over the temporal computations
and enables a fine-grained control of the possible temporal dependencies that can be learned and leveraged by the network [1, 27].
The latter is essentially determined by the temporal receptive field
of the architecture design, and can be increased with a deeper network or larger convolution kernels. We additionally employ dilated
convolutions to further increase the temporal receptive field while
maintaining computational efficiency and a manageable network
depth and parameter number.
Our proposed network is inspired by the generic temporal convolutional network architecture (TCN) [1]. It consists of K sequential
TCN blocks, starting with block k = 1. Each block encapsulates two
dilated convolutions with kernel size w and dilation factor d. In
contrast to [1] we do not use causal convolutions. This would render the prediction of fc (t ) impossible. Each convolution is followed
by batch normalization, rectified linear activation and dropout. The
block is surrounded by a ResNet-like residual connection [15]. We
increase the dilation factor with each subsequent block by a factor
of two with d = 2k −1 . The K blocks are followed by a single convolution with w = 1 to map to the required output dimension. Figure 3
gives an overview of our main architecture. We additionally explore
a deeper architecture where the second convolution in each TCN
block is a non-temporal convolution with w = 1, similar to [27].
This results in twice the number of TCN blocks at a fixed receptive
field.
With the modeling of our prediction targets, fc (t ) and bc (t ) only
depend on the temporally adjacent event occurrences. The network
therefore does not necessarily require a temporal receptive field
covering the pose sequence of a complete video to infer the adjacent
events during the mostly repetitive motion. We therefore limit the
input of the network during training to a fixed sequence length s.
No zero-padding is applied during convolutions, which otherwise
has shown to have negative impact on sequence models [27, 35].
We further do not pad the input sequences, since no events are
annotated at the very beginning or end of a video. Based on the
architecture and the number of TCN blocks, we set the input length
s equal to the temporal receptive field. The output of the network
then consist of only the target values at the central sequence index
m = ⌊ s2 ⌋. Additionally, sequences in a minibatch are sampled from
different videos. This counters otherwise correlated batch statistics
since subsequent poses from the same video and the respective
target values are highly correlated [27].
Given an input sequence of poses p = (p1 , . . . , pm , . . . , ps ), we
train the network with the averaged Huber loss L(p) on all predicted
timing indicators fˆc , b̂c at the central sequence index m:
L(p) =




1 X 
h fc (m) − fˆc (m) + h bc (m) − b̂c (m) ,
2|C |

(4)

c ∈C

where
2

 x2
h(x ) = 
 |x | − 1
2


|x | ≤ 1
otherwise

(5)

is the Huber (smooth-L 1 ) loss [11, 16]. Besides dropout regularization we use standard L 2 regularization on all convolution kernel
parameters.
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Figure 3: Base variant TCN-3 of our convolutional sequence network to predict event timing indicators. The input pose sequence is transformed by three sequential TCN blocks. For training, the sequence length s is equal to the receptive field of the
network, such that the output consists of the event timing indicators for the central sequence index only. All TCN blocks have
an internal size of n = 180 along the non-temporal axis. The final convolution after the last TCN block maps to the required
output size. Since all dilated convolutions are without padding, the residual connection in each TCN block slices its input
along the temporal axis before element-wise addition.
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indicator. Event occurrences can be identified by rc (t ) ≈ 0 and a
sign change from negative to positive. We extract all such time indices and perform non-maximum suppression on the l surrounding
frames to avoid multiple detections of the same event.
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Figure 4: Example for ground truth timing indicators
fc (t ), bc (t ), predictions fˆc (t ), b̂c (t ) and the derived combined
indicator rc (t ) on the last three steps of a long jump video
(c = step begin). Even though the predicted timing indicators
can be imperfect and noisy, the sign changes in rc (t ) allow a
precise event extraction.

3.2.3 Event extraction. For discrete event prediction, we first predict the continuous event timing indicators fˆc (t ), b̂c (t ) for the complete pose sequence in a video. In contrast to training, we can
process the entire pose sequence at once during inference, due to
our fully-convolutional architecture. With perfect predictions, all
events could be identified by fˆc (t ) = b̂c (t ) = 0. With imperfect predictions however, we have to rely on local minima/maxima close
to 0 in the forward or backward timing indicators, respectively.
As an alternative, both timing indicators can be combined into a
single discriminative event indicator rc (t ) = fˆc (t ) + b̂c (t ) . Figure 4
depicts an example of the network output and the combined event

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We evaluate our approach for event detection on video recordings
of long and triple jump athletes. Our dataset consists of 167 video
sequences, where 117 are used for training and validation and the
remaining 50 as the test set. The recordings are taken during competitions or training and show various sports sites and athletes.
The recordings have a constant frame rate of 200Hz and a length
between 670 and 1900 frames. All videos are annotated with respect to the event types C = {step begin, step end, landing}, with an
average of 19 event occurrences per video.

4.1

Details on 2D pose extraction

We use standard Mask R-CNN with a ResNet-101 backbone and
FPN resolution aggregation, pretrained on the 17 joint body model
in COCO [22], and extend it with our proposed high resolution
keypoint head. The network is subsequently fine-tuned on a set of
3000 annotated video frames from a subset of our training videos.
The annotations use a body model with J = 20 joints that specifically include keypoints defining the feet. We reinitialize the deconv
layer in the keypoint heads to reflect the different keypoint set and
train at a reduced batch size of 4 for a total of 140k iterations until
convergence. Starting with a base learning rate of 2e-3, we reduce
it by factor 1e-1 after 120k iterations. We do not train blocks C1 to
C3 of the ResNet-101 backbone before the learning rate reduction.
Due to the small batch and dataset size, batch normalization is not
trained. The final model is applied to all video sequences in the
dataset to infer 2D pose sequences. Examples of pose predictions
are depicted in Figures 1 and 5.

Table 1: Results on frame-level event prediction on the long and triple jump test set videos. Except for the bottom section, all
results are averaged over the reoccurring events step begin and step end. Results in the second column show the direct average
timing error of the sequence network output. Other columns show the final results on discrete event prediction, with the mean
frame deviation of true positives, precision, recall and F 1 score under a maximum allowed frame deviation ∆t ∈ {1, 3}.
Mean frame deviation / Precision / Recall / F 1 score
Avg. timing error dc

4.2

0.067
0.056
0.048
0.069
0.055
0.049

0.45
0.51
0.55
0.48
0.52
0.56

Forward prediction fˆc (t ) only

–

0.49

86.8

J = 16 body model (no feet)

0.066

0.57

83.0

TCN 3, s = 29, landing event
TCN 4, s = 61, landing event
TCN 5, s = 125, landing event

0.028
0.023
0.018

0.56
0.52
0.64

68.1
62.0
52.1

64.0
62.0
50.0

Details on event timing prediction

Evaluation protocol

After extracting event predictions for each video, we assign every
prediction to its closest ground truth event. A prediction is correct
if its absolute temporal distance to the assigned ground truth does
not exceed a maximum frame distance ∆t. We report detection
performance at maximum frame distances of ∆t ∈ {1, 3}. We do not
consider ∆t = 0, since even annotations by humans often deviate by
one frame. At the same time event detection performance usually
saturates at ∆t = 3.

92.3
89.3
84.1
90.3
90.3
85.8

∆t=3

TCN-3, s = 29
TCN-4, s = 61
TCN-5, s = 125
TCN-deep-6, s = 29
TCN-deep-8, s = 61
TCN-deep-10, s = 125

Our TCN-based convolutional sequence network for event timing
prediction is trained on the inferred 2D pose sequences from all
training videos. Note that the annotated video frames for Mask
R-CNN fine-tuning only cover part of the training videos. This
is done on purpose to avoid overly optimistic pose predictions in
the training pose sequences. The network is forced to learn on
imperfect pose information. The training videos contain 2167 step
events, equally distributed among step begin and step end, and a
single landing event per video.
Unless specified otherwise, we use the following setting for
training and event prediction: The network consists of K = 3 TCN
blocks with an input sequences length s = 29. This leads to a total
training set of ~45k different input pose sequences. The poses in
each input sequence are normalized by mapping the 2D keypoint
positions from image coordinates to [−1, 1]. The network is trained
with a batch size of 100, dropout rate of 0.1 and a base learning rate
of 1e-2 using the Adam optimizer for 20 epochs or until convergence
on a held-out set of 17 validation videos. The learning rate is reduced
by 1e-1 after 10 epochs. We use the combined event indicator rc (t )
for discrete event extraction as described in Section 3.2.3, with
non-maximum suppression using a window size of l = 21 frames.
Hyperparameters, including the learning rate and batch size as well
as l and tmax are optimized on the validation set.

4.3

∆t=1
89.9
87.6
80.8
88.5
87.8
82.6

98.7
98.4
99.0
97.9
98.6
98.7

96.2
96.5
95.1
96.0
95.9
95.0

91.1
88.4
82.4
89.4
89.0
84.2

0.56
0.66
0.8
0.61
0.65
0.76

97.4
97.4
97.0
96.9
97.2
96.8

85.6

86.2

0.66

97.2

95.7

96.4

81.3

82.1

0.81

98.1

96.1

97.1

66.0
62.0
51.0

1.04
1.13
1.34

95.7
92.0
91.7

90.0
92.0
88.0

92.8
92.0
89.8

Given a maximum frame distance, we report precision, recall and
the combined F 1 score (in percentage). Additionally, we report
the mean frame deviation of all correctly detected events (true
positives). Lastly, we consider the average timing error dc as the
error in the event timing indicators that are directly predicted by
the convolutional sequence network for a complete video:
dc =

N
1 X ˆ
| fc (t ) − fc (t )| + |b̂c (t ) − bc (t )|.
2N t =1

(6)

We report dc averaged over all test set videos. Even though this
measure is not a direct indicator of event detection performance, it
allows to compare the capabilities of different network variants to
predict events forward and backward in time. Note that the majority
of our evaluation focuses on the repetitive step events. Section 5.4
covers the special landing event.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Architectures for event timing prediction
Table 1 (top) shows test set results for different architecture variants
of the convolutional sequence network. The reported scores are
computed jointly on event predictions of step begin and step end.
We evaluate network variants TCN-K with K ∈ {3, 4, 5} TCN blocks
and a pose input sequence length of s ∈ {29, 61, 125}, respectively.
The TCN-3 variant shows the best results regarding F 1 score and
mean frame deviation. For the strict evaluation with ∆t = 1 it
achieves a F 1 score of 91.1 at precision/recall of 92.3/89.9. With
∆t = 3 nearly all events are correctly detected with an outstanding
precision/recall of 98.7/96.2 and a mean frame deviation of 0.56
(2.8ms). The qualitative results in Figure 5 show that our model
can handle varying viewpoints and challenging conditions during
actual competitions with crowded scenes and partial occlusion by
other foreground objects. The TCN-4 and TCN-5 variants with
increasingly longer input sequences and wider dilation lead to a
decrease in performance: For strict ∆t = 1 evaluation, precision

and recall drop notably and lead to a loss of up to −8.7 in F 1 score.
For ∆t = 3, performance is relatively stable across the architectures,
but with an increase in the mean frame deviation of up to +0.24
(+1.2 ms). Conversely, we see that the average timing error dc
of the directly predicted timing indicators decreases with longer
input sequences, with the optimum at s = 125. This is mainly
due to the fact that the network variants with a larger temporal
receptive field can better predict the timing of more distant events.
However for event extraction, we only require precise timings
around each event occurrence ec,i with fˆc (ec,i ) ≈ b̂c (ec,i ) ≈ 0.
The network variants with less dilation seem to retain a higher
temporal precision, leading to better discrete event predictions.
It shows that shorter pose sequences are already discriminative
enough to decide on the motion phase of an athlete. A more global
view on the overall motion with longer input sequences leads to a
loss in precise temporal event localization.
For our deeper network variant with double the number of TCN
blocks (TCN-deep-K), the same effect can be observed: declining
performance at ∆t = 1 for larger input sequences and stable results
at ∆t = 3. Overall, the deeper network variants with more parameters and additional computational overhead have no benefit over
the regular TCN-K models.

5.2

Combined forward and backward timing
prediction

A key element of our proposed sequence modeling is the simultaneous prediction of forward and backward event timing indicators. It
forces the network to actively propagate information forward and
backward along the temporal axis of the input pose sequence. To validate this design, Table 1 (mid-upper) shows ablation results where
the TCN-3 variant is trained to predict only the forward timing
indicator fc (t ). Note that this also limits the extraction of discrete
events to the predicted indicator fˆc (t ): Since event occurrences
are ideally identified by fˆc (t ) = 0, we extract local minima close
to 0 and remove redundant event predictions with non-maximum
suppression. The results show a major drop in ∆t = 1 performance
with −4.9 in F 1 score compared to the forward + backward TCN-3
model. And even for ∆t = 3, where previous results across different
architectures were rather stable, we observe a drop of −1.0 in F 1
score. This shows the effectiveness of simultaneous forward and
backward timing prediction. In combination, both objectives form
a better learning target for the sequence network and enable more
precise event detections.

5.3

Influence of body model and 2D pose
fidelity

With our two-step approach to discrete event detection using intermediate 2D pose sequences, any missing or wrong motion information in the pose sequences has a direct influence on event
detection. Our choice of body model explicitly includes keypoints
defining the feet of the athlete, to ensure that stride-related events
can be precisely located. Table 1 (mid-lower) shows the results in
event detection when reducing the pose estimates to J = 16 keypoints, where the heel and toe tip keypoints are excluded. For high
temporal precision with ∆t = 1 we observe a large drop in event
detection performance, with a reduction of −9.0 in F 1 score. This

Table 2: Effects of 2D pose extraction with standard Mask RCNN and our variant with high-resolution keypoint predictions on pose estimation and event detection performance.

Pose Estimation

Mask R-CNN [14]
+ high-res. keypoints

Event Detection

PCK@0.1

PCK@0.2

F 1 Score
(∆t = 1)

79.9
83.9

91.7
92.6

88.6
91.1

confirms the huge advantage of 2D poses with a specialized body
model that describes the body parts directly related to the relevant
motion events. If less temporal precision is required (∆t = 3), the
results show that a simpler body model (similar to the ones found
in large-scale pose datasets) suffices to obtain comparable results.
Besides the body model, the motion information in pose sequences depends on the quality and precision of the keypoint predictions. Our variant of Mask R-CNN is specifically designed to
improve spatial precision and overall pose estimation performance.
Table 2 shows pose estimation results on a set of 900 annotated
frames from the test set videos. We report pose estimation performance with the percentage of correct keypoints PCK@α, where a
keypoint detection is considered correct if it is located within a
fraction α of the torso diameter from the ground truth location
[30]. Our architectural modifications improve the performance of
Mask R-CNN by +4.0 for high precision keypoint detections with
PCK@0.1. This shows the effectiveness of keypoint re-estimation on
a higher spatial resolution within Mask R-CNN. For lower keypoint
precision with PCK@0.2, a smaller gain of +0.9 can be observed.
Finally, Table 2 also shows event detection performance when our
timing prediction network is trained on 2D poses from both Mask
R-CNN variants. The results confirm that an increase in spatial
pose estimation precision directly translates to an improvement in
temporal precision for event detection: Pose sequences from our
improved Mask R-CNN architecture lead to an increase of +2.5 in
F 1 score for the step begin and step end events, when evaluated on
the strict temporal precision of ∆t = 1. Note that this improvement
only comes from an architectural modification in Mask R-CNN, but
otherwise no change in training data.

5.4

Non-repeating events

Even though the design of our overall approach is focused on the
repeating motion during the run-up and jump phases, we also evaluate how well the landing in the sand pit can be detected. This
event only occurs once in every video. Training examples for this
event are very limited in our dataset, making it difficult to learn a
generalizing event detection model. At the same time, most of the
poses pt in a video are temporally distant from the single landing
event, leading to f landing (t ) = 1 and blanding (t ) = −1 for the majority of time indices. This results in a clear imbalance in prediction
targets. Table 1 (bottom) shows results on landing event detection.
As expected, the strict evaluation at ∆t = 1 shows a large drop in
performance compared to the step-related events, with the best F 1
score of only 66.0. In its current setting, our model is not able to
reliably detect the landing on a frame-precise level. Interestingly,

Figure 5: Qualitative examples of event detection for step begin (left) and step end (right) on test set videos. The top and bottom
rows show examples for long jump and triple jump, respectively. To avoid clutter, we only show ground truth and prediction
for the forward event timing indicator fc (t ). Our model achieves stable and precise event detections throughout most of the
videos. Errors mostly occur under keypoint missdetections over a long period of time (top left).
performance quickly recovers at the relaxed maximum frame deviation of ∆t = 3: With a precision/recall of 95.7/90.0, the best
model achieves a F 1 score of 92.8. This result is more comparable
to the performance on the step events, although the mean frame
deviation is roughly doubled. Across different architectures, longer
input pose sequences again lead to decreasing temporal precision.
The results show that in general our proposed approach can also be
applied to detect non-repeating events in athlete motion. But the
very few training examples and the imbalance in prediction targets
proof to be a limiting factor for precise temporal localization.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a two-step approach to automatic
frame-precise discrete event detection in long and triple jump. We
leverage the state-of-the art in 2D human pose estimation to obtain
2D pose sequences as an intermediate representation of an athlete’s
motion. Our proposed representation of discrete, reoccurring events
with event timing indicators proof to be a suitable learning objective
for sequence translation with dilated convolutional neural networks.

Our best architecture can efficiently transform imperfect 2D pose
sequences into continuous event indicators that allow highly precise
discrete event extraction throughout most of the recordings and
under challenging conditions. It can easily be adapted to different
sets of keypoints and motion events.
Despite the very convincing results on the reoccurring striderelated events, our approach seems to be less suitable for nonrepeating events where training examples are rather scarce. We
aim to improve our learning objective representation to better fit
such unique and non-repeating events. Additionally, we plan to
incorporate the recent advances in weakly-supervised 3D human
pose estimation for better viewpoint independence via 3D pose
alignment.
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